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Genome analysis: More Drosophila Y chromosome genes
Brian Charlesworth
The Drosophila melanogaster Y chromosome has long
been known to contain few functional genes other than
several required for male fertility. The D. melanogaster
genome sequence has now allowed characterization of
two more male fertility genes, shedding light on the
function and evolution of Y chromosomes.
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The Y chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster, which
represents about 12% of the genome of the male fruitfly,
has had a long history of genetic, cytological and (most
recently) molecular scrutiny. In 1916, Calvin Bridges [1]
showed that males which lack a Y chromosome but carry
an X chromosome are phenotypically normal and fully
viable, but are completely sterile. This implies that the
only essential genes on the Y are those required for male
fertility. It was later established that these fertility genes
are present on both arms of the Y chromosome — the
short and long arms, YS and YL [2]. Subsequently, six
male fertility loci were identified by use of X-ray mutage-
nesis and X–Y translocations [3,4], two on the YS, ks-1 and
ks-2, and four on the YL, kl-1, kl-2, kl-3 and kl-5. The kl-2,
kl-3 and kl-5 loci are required for the production of high
molecular weight proteins that are probably dynein heavy
chains needed for sperm motility [5]. Molecular analysis
subsequently confirmed that kl-5 encodes a testis-specific
large β-dynein heavy chain of approximately 4500 amino
acids [6].
Apart from these male fertility genes, a cluster of
ribosomal genes, and the enigmatic Suppressor-of-Stellate
locus [7], the Y chromosome of Drosophila appears to be
made up solely of various types of functionless repetitive
sequences, and is classified as heterochromatic. It is thus a
classic example of a ‘degenerate’ Y chromosome, as was
early recognized [8]. Cytological analysis of rearrange-
ments affecting the D. melanogaster Y chromosome allowed
the fertility genes to be assigned to bands stained by a dye
specific to heterochromatin [9]. Some of the fertility
genes turned out to be several megabases in size, in agree-
ment with results from studies of the cytologically more
favourable ‘lampbrush’ Y chromosomes of the spermato-
cytes of D. hydei [10]. Labelling of mRNA showed that the
fertility genes in D. hydei are transcribed from the loops of
the lampbrush chromosomes, and that the transcription
products contain large quantities of repetitive satellite and
transposon-derived material [11]. Similar results were sub-
sequently obtained for D. melanogaster [12]. This seemed at
odds with a protein-coding role for these genes [11], but
recent work has established that the homologue of kl-5 in
D. hydei contains very large (>1 megabase) introns, which
are the source of the repetitive sequences [13].
Until now, there has been essentially no progress in
characterizing the other fertility genes on the Drosophila Y
chromosome, reflecting the difficulty of working on a non-
recombining chromosome that has large quantities of
repetitive sequences. The results of the Drosophila genome
project, released last year [14], did not help. This is
because the instability of repetitive DNA in cloning
vectors means that only a small fraction of the large quan-
tity of heterochromatin — which makes up about one-
third of the D. melanogaster genome — can easily be
sequenced. Even the portion of the heterochromatin that
was sequenced could not easily be assembled into larger
segments and assigned to chromosome arms; only a
small (15 kilobase) portion of kl-5 was identified in the
genome project. A recent paper by Carvalho and cowork-
ers [15], however, has made ingenious use of the available
unmapped sequence ‘scaffolds’ assembled by the genome
project to identify kl-2 and kl-3, and a previously unknown
gene, PRY.
The method used by Carvalho et al. [15] involved testing
homologies of known DNA sequences from a large data-
base of protein-coding sequences against the 631 scaffold
sequences from the unmapped set of D. melanogaster
sequences, referred to as ‘armU scaffolds’, first filtering
out repetitive sequences. They found hits in hundreds of
scaffolds that appeared to come from transposable element-
derived genes, such as those encoding reverse transcrip-
tases, reflecting the disproportionate abundance of such
elements on the Y chromosome [11,16]. They found other
proteins with hits in several different armU scaffolds;
these may be Y-linked coding sequences that have been
fragmented as a result of interruption by large introns
loaded with repetitive sequences, which are unlikely to be
cloned and sequenced (Figure 1). They then looked for a
staggered pattern of homology between a given gene and
different scaffolds, as would be expected if the gene in
question was split into several scaffolds (Figure 1). The
validity of this approach was confirmed by testing the
complete cDNA of kl-5 against the armU scaffolds. As
expected, most of kl-5 was identified, but split across five
scaffolds. Most of these contained complete exons and
some short introns, as well as variable portions of longer
intronic sequences at the 3′ ends, often terminating in
repetitive sequences.
By using male or female genomic DNA as templates for
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with primers for the
different scaffolds identified in this way, it was possible to
determine whether they represented Y-linked material, as
this is present only in males. Two of the genes were not
Y-linked, but two dynein heavy-chain genes were found to
be Y-linked. By testing for PCR products from DNA of
males carrying deficiencies for the various male-fertility
genes, it proved possible to identify these with kl-2 and
kl-3. Comparison with the database sequences used to
identify the scaffolds indicated that several exons were
missing from the scaffolds. Reverse transcriptase PCR was
used to obtain the sequences of these missing exons from
Drosophila mRNA, and this enabled several previously
missed armU scaffolds containing kl-2 and kl-3 sequences
to be identified. An armU scaffold that maps to the
kl-3/kl-5 region was also found to contain a sequence
similar to the human polycystine gene, which identified a
previously unknown putative Y-linked gene, PRY. The
PRY gene product has homology with the sea urchin
sperm receptor for egg jelly, which may indicate a sperm-
specific function [15].
The results of this work are illuminating in several
respects. First, from the point of view of genome analysis
it represents a novel strategy for characterizing genes of
functional significance, but which are missed by conven-
tional methods because of their location within the mass
of repetitive DNA in heterochromatin. The fact that coding
sequences resist the accumulation of repetitive DNA
means that the prospects are quite good that unique
sequences from heterochromatin will be cloned, so that
most functional genes in heterochromatin should be iden-
tifiable by this procedure [15]. Second, the fact that the
known functional genes on the Drosophila Y all have
essential male-specific functions is consistent with the evi-
dence from other systems that other types of Y-linked
gene degenerate over evolutionary time, because of the
impaired ability of natural selection to maintain adaptation
in a large piece of non-recombining genome [17]. 
Given the general lack of crossing over in male Drosophila,
the Y chromosome of D. melanogaster is likely to have had
a long history of failure to recombine. But selection will
resist the degeneration of Y-linked genes with critical
male functions, and which lack X-linked homologues; it is
therefore satisfying that the three kl genes that have now
been characterized all lack homology with X-linked genes,
and in fact share their closest homology with autosomal
genes [15]. Indeed, it is possible that these genes have
been transposed from autosomes onto the Y chromosome
at some time in the past, as has been inferred for some
human Y chromosome genes [18], perhaps because they
provide enhanced male fitness at the expense of reduced
female fitness [15,19]. The fact that kl-5 is on the Y chro-
mosome in the distantly related species D. hydei as well as
in D. melanogaster [13] suggests that at least some of these
genes have been Y-linked for a very long time. But it is a
puzzle that some species of Drosophila, such as D. affinis
[20], have fertile X0 males, indicating that they lack
Y-linked male fertility genes. If the kl genes are anciently
Y-linked, this would require secondary transpositions of
male fertility genes onto the autosomes, or the evolution
of other genes that render them redundant. More exten-
sive comparative studies of these genes are needed to
resolve this puzzle.
Finally, the structure of the kl dynein genes, with their
vast introns filled with repetitive DNA, poses another evo-
lutionary problem. It seems unlikely that there is any
functional necessity for this bizarre organization of the
dynein genes, given that autosomal dyneins have normal
structures. More likely, it is an extreme example of a
general pattern of longer introns in genomic regions with
reduced crossing over, which has recently been described
in D. melanogaster [21]. The Y chromosome is probably the
part of the Drosophila genome that has been sheltered
from crossing over for the longest continuous period. This
exposes it to the long-term influence of evolutionary
forces that lead to the accumulation of transposable ele-
ments and simple repeat sequences in non-recombining
genomic regions [13,16]. Testing hypotheses about the
evolutionary causes of variation in intron length will be a
challenging task.
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Figure 1
The upper portion shows the organisation of a hypothetical
heterochromatic gene with large and small introns, denoted by the red
inverted triangles. The blue lines indicate coding sequences. The
regions included in five scaffolds assembled from sequenced clones
are represented by the line segments 1a–1b, 2a–2b, etc. The scaffolds
are shown in the lower portion; red lines indicate intronic sequences
and blue lines coding sequences. Only the latter would be expected to
show homology with sequences of related genes in databases.
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